Leilani the Hula Dancer by Nora Corbett

Alternate fabric 14 ct. Caribbean Blue Jobelan Aida (257-527) by Wichelt Imports
Stitched area is 6.5"w x 10.36"h with a stitch count of 91 x 145. Stitched 2 over 2.

Backstitching Instructions
- one strand DMC 310 ..........hair
- one strand DMC 938 ..........skin and eyebrow
- two strands DMC 310 ..........eyelashes

Other Instructions
Cross stitch DMC and Caron with two strands.
Do full cross stitch with Caron before moving on to the next stitch.

Large symbols indicate full cross stitches.
Small symbols indicate quarter stitches.
Attach beads with two strands matching floss or one strand YLI Invisible Thread using a half cross stitch.

Supply Source(s)
Fabric, Fibers and Mill Hill Beads & Treasures
www.wichelt.com

Due to the printing process and dye lot changes, slight color variation may occur.
Leilani the Hula Dancer by Nora Corbett MDC16

Fabric 28 count Caribbean Blue Linen (76-527) by Wichelt Imports.
Alternate fabric 14 ct. Caribbean Blue Jobelan Aida (257-527) by Wichelt Imports
Stitched area is 6.5"w x 10.36"h with a stitch count of 91 x 145. Stitched 2 over 2.

Backstitching Instructions
- one strand DMC 310 .......... hair
- one strand DMC 938 .......... skin and eyebrow
- two strands DMC 310 .......... eyelashes

Shaded rows repeated on both sides.
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